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Net thermoelectric power generation improvement through heat transfer optimization
Abstract
Thermoelectric generation contributes to obtain a more sustainable energetic system giving its potential to harvest waste heat and convert it into electric power. In the present study a computational optimal net generation of 108.05 MWh/year was produced out of the flue gases of a real tile furnace located in Spain (the equivalent to supply the energy to 31 Spanish dwellings). This maximum generation has been obtained through the optimization of the hot and cold heat exchangers, the number of thermoelectric modules (TEMs) installed and the mass flows of the refrigerants, including the temperature loss of the flue gases and the influence of the heat power to dissipate over the heat dissipators.
The results are conclusive, the installation of more TEMs does not always imply higher thermoelectric generation, so the occupancy ratio (δ) has to be optimized. The optimal generation has been achieved covering the 42 % of the surface of the chimney of the tile furnace with TEMs and using heat pipes on the cold side, which present smaller thermal resistances than the finned dissipators for similar consumptions of their fans. Moreover,
